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Dear Friends of the BSJ Community,

A

s I write this introduction for our Jombang, it is with
the realisation that we are fast approaching the end
of the academic year 2018 - 2019 and what a year it
has been! What you will see through the pages is reflective
of our mantra this year which has been #morethanaschool.
What does this actually mean? Any British International School
around the world with take pride in its value and traditions
from British education. This is true of BSJ and we offer a robust
and strong academic curriculum, coupled with a thriving and
varied extra-curricular programme.
How are we more? Pioneering in education is essential
but not always desirable. Where we can say that we are
more than a school are the preparations for the future. At
the time of writing there is no other school in the world
working simultaneously with Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT) and 7Billion Ideas entrepreneurship
platform. Through these, it enables us to increase the
awareness of Compassionate System Frameworks and the
variety of skills that come with being both compassionate and
entrepreneurial. Both of these are becoming more needed
now in everyday life, and will only grow in the future in a word,
that is changing dramatically and exponentially.

We recently had the Annual
Sports Award Dinner where
we celebrated numerous
sporting successes across
age ranges and sports: it
was wonderful to see how
many teams we have at
the school and this will be
bigger and better next year.
The Performing Arts once
again had a phenomenal
term with the Queen
Tribute Concert (apart from some dodgy Drummers!),
Indonesia Week and we finished off with the brilliant
Shakespeare festival.
Finally, we say farewell to Year 13 and wish them well with
their results. It has been nothing less than a spectacular
year, where our students have received amazing offers at
top universities in the UK and Ivy League and other notable
universities in the US, Korea and Australia. It proves that
a pioneering British School in Asia can provide a style and
substance of education that is truly recognised globally.

There are simply so many highlights since January with our
International Week and celebration of the Lunar New Year.
We also celebrated the wonderful country of Indonesia with
a whole week of activities, culminating in some excellent
assemblies for all year groups in the school.

Yours faithfully,

We have had many professional guests come to the school:
Mark Wood, Paul Cookson and Frane Lessac in the Primary
and Secondary for English literature. The renowned, Elizabeth
Jarman, the founder of Communication Friendly Spaces and
from her visit, we have taken inspiration and ideas for the
refurbishment of the Key Stage Two Primary Pods that will
begin in June. The Country Fair was yet again a resounding
success and our thanks to the PTA and their volunteers for
making the day so special.

Mr David Butcher
Principal
British School Jakarta
Bintaro Jaya Sektor IX, Jalan Raya Jombang, Tangerang,
15227, Jakarta, Indonesia
(+62) (0) 21 745 1670
admissions@bsj.sch.id

Compassionate
Systems
Frameworks
a new and pioneering way
to work in international
education.

T

wo years ago, one of the most of the renowned
universities in the world, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology (MIT) created their new education
research laboratory, the Adbul Jameel Latif World Education
Lab J-WEL for the purpose of making a significant impact
on the world of education. Behind the impact was the
work of Peter Senge, a leading global authority on the
implementation of systems thinking.
Through my position on the Heads Council of the
International Baccalaureate (IB), I am fortunate to meet and
collaborate with such projects and I had no hesitation to
launch Compassionate Systems training here at BSJ. What is
Compassionate Systems Learning? In essence, it is to reflect
about the operations, practices and processes that we have
in an institution such as a school. By using what are termed
‘systems archetypes’, we can delve deeper into key areas of
school life and work out how to improve problems or issues
that have become normalised in the day-to-day operations
of the school.
In January, Professor Mette Miriam Boell, Research Affiliate
at MIT and Jane Drake, Head of Curriculum Innovation
and Alignment for the IB hosted a week long training
at BSJ. Teachers, Heads of Faculties, staff, and students
attended these events for an introduction to the tools and
approaches that have been developed for implementing
what they call a “compassionate systems” framework.
Speaking at one of the sessions, Jane Drake, Head of
Curriculum Innovation and Alignment for IB, explains how
international mindedness, a key element to compassionate
systems thinking helps students prepare for life in the 21st
century.
“If we are to give our young people a fighting chance to make
sense of world events, then we need to offer a globally-minded
education from which students will emerge confident and
capable to build a future we all want to live in,”
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At the core of the learning is well-being and how being in a
positive frame of mind through systems framework, there
is the ability to improve our work habits and collaboration
with our peers.
Professor Mette said, “Students who go to BSJ are going to
have important influential roles in society going forward.
They need this kind of learning because they need to change
the structures for better systems for all people here, for the
incredible beauty of nature, so that does not just vanish
because of mismanagement as has been the case for the past
few generations”
It is important to note that we are currently the only
school in South East Asia that is working with MIT on this
pioneering venture of how to improve education through
compassionate systems frameworks. Our students have
been and will continue to be working in conjunction
with other students globally focussing on compassionate
systems and the United Nations Sustainable Development
Goals (SDG’s); a clear one for us here in Indonesia is the
reduction of plastic.
For our staff, we aim to improve how we operate as a
school in terms of using the compassionate systems tools
for our daily operations and also Well-being which is at the
forefront of our academic planning for the future. It is true
to say that BSJ is a truly pioneering school bringing unique
opportunities of improvement to our community.
David Butcher
Principal
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negative commentary. It is why we hear many adults
respond to the question “Will you sing?”, “No, I don’t sing,” or,
“My child told me not to sing.”.
On Saturday, Anthony ran two choral workshops, one for
Primary students and one for Secondary students. The focus
of the workshops was to look at how to extend and push
students who had shown an interest in choral activities.
Both workshops ended with a short performance of the
repertoire rehearsed during the workshops. Repertoire
covered in the workshops included: Won’t You Sing Along,
Mi’kmaq Honour song, I’se the By and Eja
Mr Giles was impressed with our student’s willingness to
try new things and how open they were to learn different
singing techniques. He praised all the students for their
wonderful singing and said he looked forward to meeting
them all again.
Mr Stephen Tomlinson
Head of Music

Choir
Workshop with
Anthony Giles
T

here is something about singing that can make us
feel good. On Friday 3 May, the Primary choral classes
were alive with beautiful singing in their workshops
with Anthony Giles. Anthony Giles, a singing and choral
specialist who is the Director of Arts and Activities at the
International School Bangkok, inspired our students in
singing but also gave our students confidence that we are
all born to sing.
Anthony told the students that everybody is born to sing.
When we were babies, we sang without being taught.
However, the older we get the more inhibited we become.
It does not help either that TV shows like ‘American Idols’
and ‘Britain’s Got Talent’ exist for our entertainment, where
judges either make or break a performance through

05

David Harkin

Wants British School Jakarta Students to

Think AND Dream Big

7

Billion Ideas founder, David Harkin, is no stranger to
BSJ. During his three visits to BSJ, he has worked with
students and teachers directly to encourage them to
devise and develop a world changing idea. 7 Billion Ideas
is an award-winning education company, which exists to
inspire pupils and teachers to think big and dream big
about the possibility of their ideas.
David said that he has enjoyed meeting the students and
teachers of BSJ. He had the opportunity to work with
students from the primary and secondary school through a
number of assemblies, workshops and lessons.
David added, “I was made to feel incredibly welcome at the
school and I was delighted to be able to inspire and engage
with the students. I was impressed with the attitude,
creativity and the level of innovation from the students
from every aspect of the school.”
Pandji Gunawan, Year Six student, said: “My favourite part is
when David Harkin came to our pod. Everyone gathered up
and talked about ideas that can maybe come true. We had
to pick our self a group of 3 or 4 and create a thing. We also
had to name our company. We tried to make a non-CO2
jetpack, which was kinda OK. This week is the best.”
Scott Niehorster, primary teacher said: “He came in to my
class and encouraged the children to think of ideas which
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they think could change the world. Some of the ideas the
children created were: a credit card with GPS locator, an
automatic hairbrush, office furniture which can convert into
a car, a pair of goggles which can find anything you have
touched and many more. The students were really engaged
and it was great to see their creativity.”
During his sessions with students, David always motivated
them to always think big and dream big about the
possibilities of ideas. He said, “Every student at the school
has the potential to come up with ideas and solutions to
change the world and my advice is that you don’t have to
wait, get started straight away.“
David will continue to work with BSJ as our Director of
Entrepreneurship for the future.

Elizabeth
Jarman
visited BSJ

June 2019 |

B

ritish School Jakarta (BSJ) had the privilege
to welcome Elizabeth Jarman, founder of the
Communication Friendly Spaces™ (CFS™) Approach.
Jarman was the keynote speaker at the BSJ Learning
Environments Conference and JAWS.
Elizabeth is a strong believer that learning environments
should be dynamic and a reflection of organisational
culture and aspirations. She said, “It is critical to understand
how the physical space should connect with its intention.
I think it’s essential to tune into the environment from
the learner’s perspective. To do this, it is really important
to observe, reflect and then make informed decisions
about the way that children and families interact with
the environment if a developmentally appropriate,
personalised, responsive learning space is to develop,
reflecting preferred contexts for learning.”
Through this conference, participants were encouraged
to reflect on their shared understanding of the CFS™
model and to explore ways forward in their own schools.
Participants also shared their own work in learning

environments. As Jarman highlighted, a collaboration
between teachers, educators, and families is crucial in
creating optimum conditions for learning and engagement.
BSJ primary staff had the chance to work closely with
Elizabeth to look at how they can further enhance our
learning spaces at BSJ. Parents also had a chance to
come into school to hear Elizabeth speak which was well
attended and a very enlightening presentation. Deputy
Head of Primary, Ian Hope said “Her work on the design
of the built environment to support learning is very good.
This should inform what we buy and how we use space so
has implications for admissions, marketing, procurement,
campus, and finance. It links with a lot of what we are
talking about with David Harkin and MYP and large and
small school developments.”
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The 11 FOBISIA
Bursars’
and Business
Managers’
Conference:
th

“In Quality We Trust”

B

ritish School Jakarta was honoured to host the 11th
FOBISIA Bursars’ and Business Managers’ Conference
which ran from 10 April to 12 April 2019. This was the
second time BSJ hosted the conference after establishing
the inaugural meeting back in 2008. It is now an annual
event held at different FOBISIA-member schools each year.
The conference saw the presence of 25 registered delegates
representing 21 British International Schools from Brunei,
Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia, Hong Kong, China, Singapore,
Vietnam and Nepal.
With the theme this year being “In Quality We Trust,” the
conference generated a productive discussion around the
big question: “How Important is Trust for You?”
The conference began with a presentation by our Principal,
David Butcher, on the Unique Selling Points (USP) of
our school and the roadmap to future proof BSJ. In his
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presentation, Mr Butcher emphasised BSJ’s commitment in
providing high quality education and preparing students for
their future.
Mr Butcher stated, “Skills and professions will start changing
in the next ten years. We have to make sure that post-tertiary
we can give our students one unique selling point against
other students that is distinctive.”
Education faces challenges familiar to the service industry.
Our Quality and Performance Improvement Director, Paul
Martindale highlighted that quality is always determined by
the customer or the end user and not by the provider.
In his presentation, Mr Martindale shared 10 key takeaways
for Establishing Quality Frameworks in International Schools
and how ISO 21001 is an applicable Management System for
Educational Organizations (EOMS).
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Over the three days, all participants were actively involved
in discussing many issues related to quality.
BSJ’s Business and Operations Director, Kerrie WeippertRowe said, “Our aim was to provide a platform for all
delegates to share their experiences, challenges and best
practice. Fully engaged, the conference returned a raft of
concrete examples in everyday work, providing an excellent
opportunity to improve the quality of the products,
processes and overall business systems delivered in our
schools each day.”

It is obvious that every participant came to this
conference with the same purpose and that is to promote
collaboration.
Meanwhile, BSJ’s Head of Finance, Martin Brillantes stated,
“It is both a privilege and an honour to host the 2018/2019
FOBISIA Bursars’ and Business Managers’ Conference held
mainly at BSJ’s campus in Bintaro, Tangerang Selatan.
The occasion provided the opportunity for the school
to showcase to the conference delegates its sprawling
campus with its world-class facilities, supported by a cast
of high calibre professionals from Business and Operations.
Personally, the conference allowed me to learn from, and
share my knowledge and experience with colleagues from
other schools thereby fostering camaraderie and trust
among the conference participants.”
We look forward to experiencing another sharing session
and collaborating at the next Bursars’ and Business
Managers’ Conference.
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Indonesian Week 2019
I

ndonesian Week is a long-held tradition at British School
Jakarta (BSJ). One of the most important values we hold
at BSJ is the respect we have for our host country and
we dedicated this particular week to celebrate wonderful
Indonesia.
The week began with the flag raising ceremony on the
Admin field. It continued with a series of diverse activities
where the entire school community involved themselves in
playing Indonesian games, savouring authentic Indonesian
food in the cafeteria and food outlets as well as performing
Indonesian music and dances.
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The last day of Indonesian Week was exceptional as
students and staff came to school in Indonesian-themed
dress. Indonesia is rich in culture and in our assemblies,
students, parents and staff played music and performed
traditional dances from many regions of the country. There
was also a special music performance by parents during
lunchtime.
We would like to thank everyone who has been involved in
this year’s Indonesian Week.
Terima kasih!

June 2019 |
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IB Environmental Systems
and Societies (ESS)
Field Trip To Tiomen Island
T

he IB Environmental Systems and Societies (ESS) field
trip this year returned to Tiomen Island, Malaysia,
during the week 18 – 22 March 2019. Students
undertake this field trip to complete approximately half of
their mandatory 30 hours of practical work and develop
their IA skills.
On the trip the students participated in a variety sampling
techniques in both primary and secondary rainforests,
shorelines, mangroves, rivers, and coral reefs. In the
evenings they learned a number of statistical analysis
techniques and processed their data which they collected
earlier in the day.
One of the benefits of Tiomen Island is the abundance
of wildlife which students are able to see. This year our
students observed numerous Black Tip Reef Sharks,
Hawksbil Turtles, Giant Clams, large Parrot Fish, Clown Fish
(‘Finding Nemo’ - no sign of Dory though), and numerous
other species, whilst carrying out snorkel surveys over coral
reefs that have been carbon dated to be over 6000 years
old. They were also fortunate to see large monitor lizards
whilst walking from each site, as well as Red Giant Flying
Squirrels during the night walk at dusk.
It was a memorable experience for our Year 12 students
and it will hopefully go a long way with helping them
consolidate their understanding of the course and
preparing them for the IA.
Our video of the trip can be found via the link and QR Code:

Mr Jozef Durok
Year 11 Teacher

12
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Foundation
Stage
Little Kickers
Trip
T

he whole of the Primary School/Foundation Stage
went on a trip to visit Little Kickers in Alam Sutera. The
children were really excited about going on the bus as
this was the first trip out of school for many of the children.
Physical Development is extremely important when young
children are developing and growing, which is why we
wanted this to be our first trip of the year.
Physical Development is one of the three prime areas
in the Foundation Stage curriculum and it consists of
Moving and Handling and Health and Self-care. This trip
emcompased both areas of the curriculum as there was lots
of movement as well as the children having the opportunity
to understand the need for safety when tackling new
challenges.
As soon as the children got off the bus they understood
that they had to stay in their assigned groups. They met the
Little Kickers coaches and worked in their classes on many
different multi-skilled activities. The first activity was the
‘ice cream’ game where the children had to balance the ball
on a cone and make sure that it didn’t fall off when walking
around. This helped the children to show increasing
control over the ball. The next activity helped the children
to negotiate space successfully as they played racing and
chasing games with the other children, and had to adjust
their speed and change direction to avoid obstacles.
Dribbling the ball and scoring goals were also other fun
games that the children played.

It was amazing to see how well the children listened to
the coaches and they all tried their best at the activities.
At the end of the session the children played a game of
football and even the teachers joined in. There were a few
‘handballs’ but after a few reminders, the children only used
their feet to control the ball. Everyone had the opportunity
to try and score a goal and it was lovely to see the other
children cheering their friends on.
When all the activities had finished the children ate some
fruit and we spoke about the importance of staying
hydrated when exercising. The children were all talking
about how much they enjoyed the activities, and that
they wanted to come back again to visit the Little Kickers
coaches. It was an extremely positive trip and it was great to
see the children representing BSJ so well in the community.
Ms Lara Small
Early Years Leader
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British School Jakarta
International Week 2019
enjoyable event that sampled the best of what each
country and culture has to offer. The festivities continued
with games and activities of all kinds including a Giant
Scrabble, Chinese Mahjong, Japanese Karuta and an
Indonesian karaoke.
The already fantastic week came to and end in style with
an International Concert which featured many different
performances including Brazilian dancing, French and
Spanish songs, Korean K-Pop, Indonesian folk singing, a Thai
rock band and a rendition of ‘All You Need is Love’ by The
Beatles. Each song was chosen to represent one of the fiftyfive countries and cultures represented here at BSJ.

I

nternational Week started with a bang – the festivity of
Chinese firecrackers and dancing dragons and lions to
celebrate the Lunar New Year. This was followed by a
school assembly where the wonderful Eni Yang came in to
perform traditional music, and also the more modern ‘You
are Perfect’ song, on Chinese instruments called Guzheng,
Erhu and Zhongruan.
The celebrations continued with a Language Treasure Hunt
where students had to find various words and phrases in
as many languages as they could. This was followed by the
always-popular International Kitchen, which served up a
mouth-watering range of international cuisine cooked live
by international chefs. From Indonesian Nasi-Goreng and
Thai Green Curry, to Spanish Tapas and French Crêpes, to
English Rock Buns which tasted better then they sound,
and Japanese sushi, the International Kitchen was a hugely

14
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International Week 2019 was a huge success full of fun and
smiles, food and laughter, and celebrations of the cultural
blend that makes our school special. We would like to thank
everybody who participated and contributed to the success
of this memorable event and we hope you will join us next
year for International Week 2020, which promises to be
even more spectacular.
Mr Jerome Lacoste
Head of Modern Foreign Languages
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Celebration of
Lunar New Year

O

n Friday, 1 February, students and staff welcomed
the Year of the Pig by dressing up in traditional
Chinese costumes which symbolise wealth and
fortune. In Chinese culture, the pig is a symbol of prosperity.
Students in each class took part in various activities, such
as making paper chain dragons, decorating red envelopes,
making paper pigs, marble painting, large dragon creation
and so much more.
They also watched a fantastic dragon and lion dance in the
playground and blue court.
The School Cafeteria also served delicious traditional
Chinese cuisine. The school community had a taste of
authentic Chinese gourmet, such as Orange Chicken, Mapo
Tofu and Peking Duck.

16
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FOBISIA Particpants (Left to Right)
Yash Singhal, Kenneth Giam, Emi Ito, Chiara Wanandi, Caitlin

2019 Mathematical Events
Highlights

I

t has been another extremely busy and successful year
for our Mathematicians at BSJ. Once again, hundreds
of students from Y7 to Y13 have competed in external
competitions held both at school and abroad. There have
been many exceptional individual and team performances.
This year, students have participated in the UKMT, AMC and
Canadian Mathematics competitions. Highlights from each
competition are listed below:
•

UKMT Senior: Gold: 15, Silver: 21, Bronze: 13. Best in
School: Aaryan Sukhadia

•

UKMT Intermediate: Entries: Gold: 25 Silver: 25, Bronze:
21. Best in School: Seohyeon Jun

•

UKMT Junior results have not yet been released.

•

Canadian Senior Mathematics Competition: 10
Distinction Certificates. Best in School: Caleb Ledi

•

Canadian Intermediate Mathematics Competition: 8
Distinction Certificates. Best in School: Aaryan Sukhadia

In the Senior World Maths Championship in October, Seven
BSJ students qualified for the WMC finals in Melbourne in
December. These students were: Nicholas Rahardja, Brian
Roysar, Yi Xin Lok, Jermaine Basry, Daksh Chuchra, Celestine
Wenardy and Aaryan Sukhadia. Aaryan deserves particular
recognition for placing fifth overall.

BSJ students won a total of 11 medals with Nuri Ha (1),
Theodore Angkasa (1), Brian Roysar (1), Celestine Wenardy
(1), Daksh Chuchra (2) and Aaryan Sukhadia (5) all
contributing to the medal tally.
In March, 8 students in Year 7 and 8 flew to Kuala Lumpur to
participate in the annual FOBISIA Mathematics competition
at the Alice Smith School. The competition was held over
2 days and was contested by approximately 60 schools
from all over Asia and over 300 students. The rounds were
extremely varied, with everything from a maths scavenger
hunt at the KLCC Aquarium to the pursuit round, a hybrid
of Mathematics and Athletics. Of course there were also the
more traditional rounds like the individual maths rounds
and the compass and straightedge challenge round. All
students from BSJ performed strongly and demonstrated
exceptional sportsmanship. Out of the 75 teams at the
event, our teams placed 19th and 21st. This was an
exceptional achievement given the extremely high calibre
of competition.
Mr Daniel Harbridge
Faculty Leader of Mathematics and Computer Science
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New Horizons
Creative
Anthology
Launch 2019
I

n March, we celebrated the students’ creativity with
the launch of BSJ’s third edition of New Horizons
Creative Anthology; a superb collection of student
work from Foundation Stage to Year 13. New Horizons is
a collaborative, whole school project where students are
invited to enter their creative writing, poetry and artwork
to be considered for publication in a special, celebratory
anthology. Organised by Stephanie Mathews, Secondary
English Assistant Faculty Leader and Sally Dall’Oglio,
Primary English Curriculum Leader, this year’s event was
a joyous celebration of beautiful, thought-provoking,
entertaining and powerful pieces.
Standards were high, with a record number of entries and
over 70 finalists chosen to showcase the breadth and depth
of literary and artistic talent throughout school. Personal
favourites include the primary paintings. Notably, the
candy box colours of Jessica Dyer’s ‘Pink Butterfly House’,
the sparkling vibrance of ‘The Wonder Christmas Tree’ by
Keito Masuda and the atmospheric fairground scene by
Brianna Tjandranegara. Secondary artwork was stunning,
with many outstanding pieces, from Chaska Hermawan’s
technically brilliant cityscape to the soulful elephant
portrait by Elaine Tantra.

Special guest, Mark Grist, poet, battle rapper and storyteller,
commended all students for their originality and creativity,
but commented in particular on the stirring emotions and
ideas explored in the secondary poetry. From the wise
words expressed in Carleen Bahar’s ‘Monsters of your Mind’
to the descriptive and strong images portrayed in ‘The
Baobab Tree’ by Madeleine Pramoedya. The creative writing
spanned genres including adventure, sci-fi and crime and
touched on themes including friendship, mortality, poverty,
jealousy and family. Mark congratulated the school for
what he felt was the highest quality school publication he
had ever read!.
I would like to thank all pupils who entered their artwork,
stories and poems for consideration, as well as their
families for supporting their creativity at home. Special
congratulations to the students whose work was chosen for
publication. The resulting anthology not only celebrates
individual achievement but also demonstrates the high
level of attainment and skills progression in English and Art
on students’ learning journeys at BSJ.
Mrs Sally Dall’Oglio
Primary English Coordinator
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has a ripple effect and changes not only the BSJ community
but the world around us. Performing random acts of
kindness makes you an example of what is possible. You
become an inspiration, opening awareness of others to
their own potential. The simple acts of kindness performed
at BSJ and shared on #BSJRAK provide you with a deep
contentment. Knowing you helped brighten someone’s
day makes your heart feel full long after the event itself has
passed.
Ms Chantelle Kentwell
Year Nine Year Leader

Random Acts of
Kindness Week
18 - 22 February
R

AK week was a week long celebration dedicated to
encouraging staff, students and the BSJ community to
do one thing “BE KIND”

Our RAK goal is to make kindness the standard in every
aspect of life. Whether it’s helping a stranger in need on
your way to work, instilling the importance of kindness in
students in the classroom or a mutual demonstration of the
appreciation of those closest to us.
This year BSJ demonstrated that kindness is contagious.
It all starts with one act- one smile, one coffee, one favour
to a secret friend or one compliment. We went above and
beyond and demonstrated just how KIND we really are.
A group of students supported the event by being our
RAKTIVISTS who are the heroes of this initiative. They
live and breath kindness, share knowledge and lead by
example.
RAK week Activities
•
•
•
•
•
•

Student and staff secret friend
Mission challenges
House points by #BSJRAKhousecolour
Digi boards displaying tweets #BSJRAK
Box of toiletries collected from tutor groups for Sekolah
Bisa
Compliments box situated in the secondary foyer

Thank you to all the staff and students who participated
in what was a lovely kind and heart warming week of
KINDNESS. Changing another’s reality through your actions

19

2019
PTA Country Fair
a fun day out for the whole
family and community
T

he Parents Teachers Association (PTA) Country
Fair brought plenty of life to British School Jakarta
on Sunday 24 March, as members of the BSJ
community and their friends came together for a fun day of
entertainment.
With no shortage of attractions on offer for the entire
family, the event saw more than 1,400 people visit
throughout the day.
In addition to the range of games and activities, the
committee also encouraged everyone to bring their own
shopping bags and bottled water. This in line with the Ecofriendly campaign that the school has been consistently
promoting.

20
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It is also a good initiative for this event as it promoted
creative collaborations with the participants, a focus on
sustainable and local vendors as well as numerous and
diverse educational presentations.
One vendor, Story-I, displayed educational robotics for
young visitors and parents, a useful tool for early and
special education. “We received much positive feedback
from the visitors; the kids seemed very interested to learn
more about the robot,” said Pak Arya from the Story-I.
The Fair also gave away many raffle tickets provided by the
sponsors, from mobile phone, dinner vouchers, cosmetic
hampers, and weekend stays at luxurious hotels. There were
over 500 raffle prizes provided by the sponsors.
Country Fair is a major fundraiser for the PTA. Proceeds from
the fair will be used to assist a number of charity events and
local projects across the school year, and obviously allowing
us to contribute more to our surrounding community.
Our sincere thanks to the PTA Organising Commitee who
did such a wonderful work.
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Wake up shake
up ready to
learn
T

he Secondary School year group assemblies took
place in the new Sports Centre for a ‘Wake up Shake
up’ ready to learn activity.

The aim was to engage the students with a fun wake and
shake activity to show students that stimulating the brain
in the morning with physical activity will put their mind in a
state of readiness to learn.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Impact on the wake and shake
Enjoyment of school life sense of well being (staff too)
Improved self esteem
Great stress release
Improve coordination, rhythm and timing
Improve concentration and application to tasks
immediately after the brief session
Fun and sociable giving students energy for the day

It was great to see the students laughing and engaging
with their peers teachers and tutors whilst getting a short
burst of physical activity to get their minds ready to learn
for the day ahead. They are now experts at the Nutbush city
limits and Macarena dance.
Ms Chantelle Kentwell
Year Nine Year Leader
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Songkran
Celebration
T

hailand’s ‘New Year’ celebrations revolve around water.
Probably the most famous part of the celebration
is the three-day-long water fight that involves just
about everyone... no one is safe! However, the less known,
more spiritual part of this celebration happens on the first
day and is the process of honouring your parents/elders by
cleansing them with special clean, sweet-smelling, purified
water.
Although Songkran this year was celebrated on 15-17 April
in Thailand, Foundation Stage 1 and 2 celebrated Songkran
on Tuesday 16 April. The day began as students were given
a lei-style flower necklace and then each student showed
their respect to their teachers by washing their hands and
body with purified water and sweet perfume imported
from Thailand. After which, everyone engaged in a massive
water fight, teachers included. This day would not have
been successful without the valuable help from our Thai
parents Matthew’s mum, Nid, Julia’s mum, Wanna and
Ashton’s mum, Na.
Mr Declan Page
Foundation Stage Teacher

Superhero
Family Fun Run
O

n Sunday, 28 April 2019, Scouting at BSJ organised
the annual family fun run to raise funds for two
charities this year: The Sensory Lab, which supports
children with Autism, particularly suitable as April is Autism
Awareness Month, and a Scouting & Girlguiding favourite,
Animal Sanctuary Trust Indonesia (ASTI).
The event had a Superhero theme, as 28 April was also
Superhero Day, and was held on BSJ’s 18 lovely green
campuss, where children and adults could run either 2.5km
or 5km (or, in some cases, both). Afterwards Scouting and
Girlguiding volunteers cooked up a delicious breakfast
barbecue.
The event raised Rp15 million which will be split between
the two charities.
Thank you to all the superheroes who participated in this
year’s family fun run.
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Treading
the boards
with the Bard!
F

rom 15 until 18 May, students from Year 5 to Year 10
performed in British School Jakarta’s Shakespeare
Festival. Students worked with teacher directors
to create three contrasting performances, which were
auditioned and rehearsed in conjunction with one another.
The three plays were selected as a move to shift away from
the most obvious choices, in order to expose students to
a wider range of the world’s most popular and influential
playwright’s work. Twelfth Night offered the chance for
Year 5s and 6s to get their teeth into speaking verse and
understanding Shakespeare’s wonderful sense of comedy.
The Tempest was interpreted through movement only,
allowing students in Year 5 to 8 to get a chance to create
and perform an extended narrative movement piece.
Julius Caesar was selected to allow Year 7 - 10 students the
opportunity to explore a political drama and its relevance
to us today.

The audience experienced a whirlwind of emotion and
wonder, as they shifted from the intimate comedy of the
circus tent of Twelfth Night, to the magical island of The
Tempest, and finally to be assaulted by the blood and
violence of Caesar in a modern setting. All the spaces
and plays offered different challenges to actors, and the
students rose to the challenge beautifully. We have come to
have high expectations of our students performers at BSJ,
and this festival showcased the very best work of a wide
range of students.
The cast party saw students erupting in cheer for their
three directors: Kirsty Stark; Gemma Brown and Rachel
Caine, whose imaginations and commitment made each
individual experience the magical theatre we saw. It was
a wonderful way to end the season for Moving Parts
Collective - and we look forward to seeing old and new
faces at auditions next year!
Miss Jane Fisher
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SPORTS
U15 JAAC volleyball championships on
30 November 2018
We saw the culmination of the U15 JAAC volleyball season
with the Championships hosted at JIS.
Our Boys’ team were in a fierce competition and played
some excellent volleyball. Having lost their first two games
the boys rallied and won their remaining two games against
crucial opposition to finish an excellent second place on
count back.
Our Girls’ team played fantastically all night and were really
the only team to play attacking volleyball. They won all of
their games and were crowned deserved champions as the
best team in the competition!

JAAC Touch rugby on 1 December 2018
Our Senior girls touch rugby team took part in a
competition at the Australian School. They played brilliantly
and dominated the competition remaining unbeaten
throughout.
•
•
•
•

BSJ v SPH won 2-0
BSJ v JIS 1 won 4-0
BSJ v JIS 2 won 7-0
BSJ v AIS won 3-2

Senior basketball JAAC boys and girls
Jamborees
Our Senior boys and girls basketball participated in the
JAAC Jamborees, which are the mid season tournaments.
At SPHLV, the boys competed in a tough competition,
making steady progress throughout the competition to
finish 5th
•
•
•
•

BSJ v UPHC lost 16-27
BSJ v ACS lost 15-24
BSJ v SPH-SC won 23-4
BSJ v GJS won 26-16

At ACS, the girls were solid in all games and again improved
with every match, eventually finishing 3rd
•
•
•
•

BSJ v SPH-LV lost 8-20
BSJ v ACS won 20-10
BSJ v SPH-KV won 20-13
BSJ v GJS won 19-11

JAAC track and field athletics on 1
December 2018
The U15 and U13 athletes competed at JIS for the Rob
Weber Classic athletics tournament, which was also the
JAAC age group championships. Our athletes performed
exceptionally well with our U15 boys being crowned age
group JAAC champions.
Individual highlights were:

U13 boys:
•
•
•

Lui Dal’Oglio (Y6) 5th in 800m
Tom Stevens 4th in 1500m
Humphrey Sinambela (Y6) 4th in Shot Put

U13 girls:
•
•
•
•

Charlotte Lamberts 1st in 100m, 200m, Long Jump
Aleeza Sugoto (Y6) 2nd in 800m and 1500m
Ava Barton (Y6) 4th in High Jump
Emma Busert 2nd in Shot Put

U15 boys:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alex Cock 3rd in 100m
Logan Suryamega 1st in 400m
Adiv Sugoto 1st in 800m and 1500m
Boys team 1st in 4 x 100m relay
Zach Ferguson 1st in Long Jump and Javelin
Sean Barrett 1st in High Jump

Well done to all!
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Mr Simon Shand
Director of Sports, Activities and Trips
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JAAC U12 basketball on 24 November 2018
BSJ teams took part in the JAAC U12 basketball
competition, with girls competing at Global Jaya School
and boys at the event hosted here at BSJ.
The girls had a perfect day, winning all of their games to
finish 1st:
•
•
•
•

14-2 v GJS
12-2 v SPHKV A
13-6 v SPHKV B
14-0 v SPHLV

In fact, in all competitions this year they have lost only one
game – a fantastic achievement.
The boys had a tough day, playing in a very competitive
tournament they performed very well with the A team
finishing second and the B team finishing third:

A team:
•
•
•

23-8 v SPHLV
19-20 v ACS
13-4 v SPHKV

B team:
•
•
•

SEASAC GOLF

C

ongratulations to Year 10 Golfer Laura Widyatmodjo
for her fantastic performance in the recent SEASAC
Golf competition, hosted by Garden International
School at the Royal Selangor Golf Club (RSGC), Kuala
Lumpur.
Competing as an individual, Laura shot a fantastic first
round score of 86 and followed this up with a strong second
round of 91 to finish 12th in a field of 39, most of whom are
scholarship golfers playing regularly on the Asian Tour.
A fantastic achievement – well done Laura!
Mr Simon Shand
Director of Sports, Activities and Trips

8-6 v SPHLV B
8-10 v GJS
6-10 v SPHKV B

This has been a great season for all concerned and shows
that basketball development is strong here at BSJ.
Well done to all players and coaches!
Mr Simon Shand
Director of Sports, Activities and Trips
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NIST Falcons
Gymnastics
invitational
Bangkok 24 November 2018

A

team of 21 young gymnasts travelled with coaches and parents
to Bangkok to take part in the prestigious Falcons Gymnastics
Invitational, hosted by the New International School of Thailand.

The competition was open to all schools in Bangkok as well as local Thai
gymnastics clubs and proved to be a challenge for our brave gymnasts.
Our team performed creditably, with highlights being Team gold in Level
1 Senior, with Individual all-around gold for Lana Harjanto (Year 3)and allaround sliver for Venice Liew (year 4). In Level 2 Senior Abygail Hamilton
achieved all-around bronze.
Numerous other medals were won in single piece apparatus.
These are fantastic performances for such a young team and showed the
dedication of athletes and the commitment and excellent coaching from
Coach Hesti and her team – well done to all involved!
Results:
L1 Senior
•
•
•
•
•
•

Vault 3rd place – Venice Liew
Beam 1st place – Lana Harjanto and 2nd place – Venice Liew
Floor 1st place – Lana Harjanto and 2nd place – Haruka Horinouchi
Team 1st place
Overall 1st place – Lana Harjanto
Overall 2nd place – Venice Liew

Level 2 Junior
•
•
•
•

Vault 1st place – Eva Faull and 3rd place – Abygail Hamilton
Bars 1st place – Eva Faull and 2nd place – Abygail Hamilton
Beam 3rd place – Abygail Hamilton
Overall 3rd place – Abygail Hamilton
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Sports Award
Dinner 2019
I

t was a splendid occasion at the recent Sports Awards
dinner held in the Raffles Theatre. The annual dinner gave
the BSJ sporting community an opportunity to celebrate
the successes of our sports teams this year and also to
honour our athletes’ achievements, thank our coaches and
wish our departing athletes “Good Luck” in their future
endeavours.
We have run 24 teams for JAAC, FOBISIA and SEASAC, as
well as 22 teams at JSFA so our participation levels have
been fantastic.
Awards were given within each team for most valuable
player (MVP), most improved player (MIP) and for team
contribution, as well as those celebrating individual
athletes’ achievements.
Main awards went to:
•

Long term contribution to BSJ sport: Bryan Royser and
Bonnie Buchanan

•

Sports awards for Individual Sports: Aldrin Ong and
Sophie Chan

•

Junior Sportsman of the Year: Ritwik Sinha

•

Junior Sportswoman of the Year: Chiara Liberatori

•

Senior Sportsman of the Year: Andres Vega Sanabria

•

Senior Sportswoman of the Year: (jointly) Anna
Marfuad and Adjani Afief
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Don’t Stop Me Now:
A BSJ Tribute to Queen
N

o one could stop the 232 students and audience of
students past and present and parents from having
a good time on Thursday night, 28 March as the
music department put on a bonanza evening of music.
The first half centred around excellent classical musical
performances by the BSJ orchestra and the piano soloist
from Year 9 - Alicia Melvin who played the Mozart piano
concerto with aplomb and control culminating in a rousing
rendition of the theme tune to ET.
Then, it was a case of pushing back the seats in the theatre
to create a rock concert, fitting for the Queen Tribute for the
duration of the second half.
With students from both Primary & Secondary performing
the legendary songs by the rock band Queen, it was a huge
celebration of quality singing, musicianship and dancing
from our students. In all, there were 11 different songs on
the night and even a cameo performance on the drums by
Mr David Butcher (Principal), Mrs Dineke Spackman (Head
of Secondary) and Mr Shane Nathan (Head of Primary).
We are hugely grateful to the work of two professionals,
Noel Sullivan and James Bennett who regularly work in
plays in the London West End for bringing such energy
and quality to the performance. Noel and James led full
weekend rehearsals in the build-up to the concert and
passed on their experience and expertise to our talented
students in a range of high-quality workshops.
We hope to see them again soon back at British School
Jakarta.
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The 2018
Round Square
Conference
Experience
This year BSJ were excited to host the Round Square Regional
Conference for 10 to 12 year olds. The theme was a Journey
to Java and the activities were based around adventure,
environmentalism, internationalism and service. The conference
involved student and teacher delegates from 9 schools with a
total of over 100 people and took place on school campus and
in Bogor. The students were fantastic; making the most of every
opportunity and reflecting on all the experiences they had gained
on the trip.

T

he Round Square Regional Conference 2018 was
hosted at BSJ, this meant that us BSJ students were
taking part in a conference with students from other
schools across East Asia and Australasia. At the beginning
we gathered at the sports centre, we met new people,
took part in activities and got our new hats that matched
our barraza groups and shirts. We did some team meeting
activities, and met our barraza leader. After that we went
to dinner, the dinner was very good as we got to know one
another and started talking about are lives everywhere
around the world. When we returned we had to set up
camp, the scene was very interesting. We grabbed pillows,
beds and inflatable mattress. As we went to sleep we could
read books and play cards.
The next day we woke up and went to breakfast (which
was very good). After breakfast we went to Raffles Theatre,
where tables were set up for our barraza groups. There
we talked about our night. Afterwards we went to the
Wallace and had three presentations from the Orangutan
Foundation, Jakarta Swift Basketball Team and United
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in Diversity. We discussed about the topics that we had
heard in the presentations. Then the activities started,
the activities varied from badminton to puppet making.
After two activities we had lunch, which was the best
lunch I have ever had on a school trip. When we finished
our activities we had a treasure hunt, which was all across
school. Although during the hunt the rain started pouring.
After the treasure hunt we went to the Blue Courts, where
buses were waiting for our departure for Bogor.
The second day was packed with hiking activities and was
our adventure day. We went to the buses and arrived in
Sentul, there were two ‘teams’, one went to the lowlands
and the other one went to the highlands. Both did the same
activities like: coffee making, coffee harvesting, planting
rice and hiking. Coffee making gave us the opportunity to
drink the coffee and learn about the cost of making coffee.
Then we returned to the hotel and had a quiz night, which
was a lot of fun.
The next day we went to Yum farm where we helped
the community with many daily activities. The activities
included: making natural pesticide, harvesting crops,
inspecting the soil, making fertilizer, plant nursery
and making liquid fertilizer. After these activities were
completed, each group selected two people two deliver
food parcels along with one person to redesign the notice
board. When these people went to do these activities
the rest played games with local children. This was a new
experience for most of us as we were challenged because of
the language differences but we all enjoyed learning new
games.
Tuesday arrived and it was time to go to Taman Safari
where we would spend the last day. We found out how
poo paper is made and how they recycle waste. Afterwards
we got the opportunity to go through the safari and see
all the fascinating animals. Then we went to the animal
hospital and saw baby orangutans and White Lion Cubs.
There was also some Sumatran Elephants in their care.
Then we continued through the park until we arrived
at the tiger conservatory, where Sumatran tigers had a
breeding program. There tigers who had been attacked
by humans, there was one tiger who had a missing leg
because of a trap. It was definitely an experience since we
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always hear about the trauma, you don’t expect it to be so
real. Afterwards we finished the safari. Then we went to the
newly opened Panda Palace. There we saw Red Pandas and
Giant Pandas. When we returned we had our talent show
and disco which were lots of fun.
The last day was the hardest as we had to say goodbye
to our friends. Our bags were loaded into buses and we
had to leave the hotel. As we returned to the school many
people were very sad as they had to leave their new friends.
The biggest learning experience must have been meeting
new friends and cultures. The schools varied from Australia
to China. Overall the whole thing was one of the best
experiences this year.
Oliver Prosek, 6CMI and Albert Kim, 6SNI
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Using the CPA
method in Maths
T

he Primary School were very lucky to be able to have
Liz Gibbs (https://www.thebusylizzie.co.uk/) visit us
to deliver some CPL to teaching staff and a parent
workshop. Liz is a teacher and trainer of mathematics and
an expert in the area of concrete, pictorial and abstract
methodology.
The CPA approach is based on Bruner’s research that
children learn more abstract concepts better by building
upon different representations. Concrete representations
refer to physical objects that children can manipulate, such
as counters, cubes, beads, tens frames (Numicon) and so
on. These allow children to create a representation of a
mathematical problem or idea. The pictorial stage involves
the drawing of images or pictures. Children can draw a
picture of the objects they’ve used or a draw a picture to
represent an object, e.g drawing a square to represent a
cube. The abstract stage refers to the symbols used e.g
words and mathematical symbols including numbers.

Source: Shutterstock
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Throughout the Primary School we are trying to increase
the use of the CPA model. At Foundation Stage, children
count with objects and move them around to solve simple
calculations. At Key Stage One, children continue this and
move on to learning how to represent these calculations
pictorially and in the abstract. At Key Stage Two, we
are trying to encourage teachers and students to use
manipulative resources to both check their work and prove
their answers. Using them in this way requires a greater
depth of understanding of the concept than relying solely
on a memorised method, because they have to be able to
explain what they are doing and why. Some resources may
only work for some calculations so children should also be
able to consider why that is and choose the correct one.
An important thing to note about the CPA model is that
it is not linear and that children can jump back and forth
between each stage as they need to, to consolidate and
deepen their understanding.
Liz gave the teachers many ideas to use the CPA model
in our daily teaching practice to aid with basics such as
counting and simple addition and to support with more
challenging concepts such as algebra.
During the workshops, Liz also talked about how vital it
is for children to have the opportunity to struggle with
reasoning and problem solving tasks as it can help to
teach new concepts as well as consolidate understanding
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of previous learning. Throughout the 3 days of workshops
teachers were asked to solve a variety of puzzles but to also
investigate the reasons behind the solutions - stretching
and challenging many of us!

© Liz Gibbs 2012
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Parents were given the opportunity to attend a workshop
run by Liz too. In this she discussed how children should
be exposed to a variety of representations of a concept
in order to build upon their previous knowledge and
understanding of it. She also gave some ways in which
children could be supported at home such as:

6

https://www.thebusylizzie.co.uk/blank

•

5

checking what is being covered and how with the class
teacher first
using calculation methods that are used in school
helping with measures such as time, money, volume
and mass
giving logic problems and puzzles to solve

Since Liz’s visit, it has been great to see many of her ideas
being implemented across the school and children being
engaged and challenged in their Mathematics. The
school continues to use the CPA approach to help children
progress, improve their understanding and make links
within maths, and hope this approach will benefit them as
they move through their education.
Mrs Clara Buckley, Year Four Teacher
Mr Derek White, Year Six Teacher
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Year Four
Orangutan Adoption
D

uring Year Four’s IPC topics was ‘Saving the World
- Rainforests’. The students became impassioned
about many areas connected with the rainforest,
such as deforestation, palm oil, decreasing humans’ beef
consumption, the importance of trees for air quality and
the loss of plants used in medicine and the loss of habitats
for animals.
Indonesia has the most significant population of
orangutans in the world, however they are disappearing
fast and are now listed as critically endangered so
we contacted BOSF - the Borneo Orangutan Survival
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Foundation to see how we could help. BOSF is an
Indonesian non-profit organization dedicated to the
conservation of the Bornean orangutan and its habitat.
BOSF is currently taking care of almost 650 orangutans.
Thanks to the generous contribution from Year Four parents
we raised 4.9 million rupiah. This means we managed to
adopt Sura the Orangutan for four years. The Year Four
students read all the biographies of the orangutans that
needed adoption then they voted and eventually chose
Sura.
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Developments
to Primary
Environment
T

his term, the Primary School looks forward to some
exciting changes coming this summer. Following a
review of the learning environment in liaison with
Elizabeth Jarman, an expert on developing learning spaces,
we will be renovating large sections of Foundation Stage to
Year Six.
Foundation Stage will have a new road track installed for
our youngest children to develop their gross motor skills
while Key Stage One (Year One and Two) will see a huge
change in their outdoor spaces with the installation of a
new ‘ship themed’ climbing apparatus where the current
hill and slide are located to support imaginative play. In
addition the main playground in Key Stage One will see

a dramatic change with a modern rubberized surface
complete with road track that will be further enhanced
by two large pieces of apparatus. These slides, climbing
frames, tunnels and walkways will sit in the centre of the
playground and further support physical development in
Key Stage One.
Meanwhile in Key Stage Two (Years Three to Six the
classrooms, art rooms and shared learning areas (or PODS
as we refer to them) will see a complete refurbishment.
In line with the latest research on how to utilize physical
spaces to support and enhance learning, BSJ has worked
with a top design team to create spaces that will support
different modes of learning and teaching. Flexibility, use
of light, colour, soft and hard textures and large and small
spaces have been integrated to create spaces that will help
develop communication, collaboration, independence and
choice.
Learners at BSJ can look forward to some wonderful
changes coming to the Primary school this summer as part
of a master plan to enhance what is an already amazing
set of facilities. 2019-20 will also see more developments in
other key areas across the school. It is an exciting place to
be. It is #morethanaschool.
Mr Iain Hope
Assistant Heads of Primary
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World
Book Day
Celebrated
at British School Jakarta

W

orld Book Day is a UNESCO initiative that aims
to celebrate authors, books and reading. For this
year’s World Book Day, we were delighted to host
three visiting authors:
1. Paul Cookson, a poet, performer and ukulele player
with over sixty titles to his name. His best known
collections include The Poetry Store, Pants on Fire, The
Truth About Teachers, I’d Rather Be A Footballer, Give
Us A Goal , Spill The Beans, The Truth About Parents,
The World At Our Feet and It’s Behind You!
2. Frané Lessac, an award winning writer, an illustrator
and a painter. She has now published over 40 books
for children and received the Muriel Barwell Award for
Distinguished Service to Children’s Literature. Frané has
been a State Ambassador for National Year of Reading
and is currently an Ambassador for Room to Read and
Books in Homes.
3. Mark Greenwood, an award-winning author of
children’s historical fiction. Mark has a passion for
history and his award-winning books have been
published internationally. He often teams with his
wife, Frané Lessac, to produce books that promote
multicultural issues, such as Drummer Boy of John
John, (Kirkus Star Review, CCBC ‘Choices’ List, and
Commended Title -Americas Award for Children’s and
Young Adult Literature).
In the run up to World Book Day, which was celebrated
on 6 March at our school, the three authors worked with
our Primary students, parents and teachers through
presentations and workshops.
With the aim of promoting reading to children, teachers
arranged reading activities for students which included a
bedtime reading event in class, cosy reading activities and
paired reading with a different class.
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The World Book Day celebrations peaked on Wednesday
6 March with a parade and a special assembly at Raffles
theatre to announce competition winners and the students’
performance poetry. Primary students and staff dressed
up as their favourite book characters for a whole school
parade on Blue Courts. Still in their costumes, students later
enjoyed the assembly and a storytelling by visiting authors
Frané and Mark.
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Year SIX
Space
Explorers
R

ockets, a Planetarium, robotics… these were just
some of the activities Year 6 enjoyed during the Space
Explorers IPC topic.

To open the topic, the students had a day of space related
activities. These included a demonstration of how air
pressure can be used to launch a bottle rocket, using a
model rocket and a bicycle pump. This was followed by a
look at chemical reactions and how these can also be used
to create a build up of pressure, causing the rockets to
‘launch’.
The students also saw some of the wonders of the universe
in a planetarium set up in the Year 6 pod. Inside we were
able to marvel at the enormity of space whilst learning from
an expert in the field.
Back in class the students were challenged to use their
knowledge of forces to create a rocket that could travel
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along a piece of string suspended between two points.
This creative application of their knowledge was a very
enjoyable challenge.
At the end of the topic, the children enjoyed another day
of activities. Mr Whittaker and Mr Eaglestone worked with
the students to programme Sphero robots and used Google
Expeditions to visit the International Space Station and
Kennedy Space Centre.
Mr Scott Niehorster
Year Six Teacher
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British School Jakarta

students receive offers from
the world’s top Universities
I

t has been an outstanding year for university offers made
to British School Jakarta Year 13 graduating students.

with the opportunity to study at their world-class research
institutions, offering expertise and amazing facilities.

The vast majority of BSJ Year 13 students have been
offered a place to study in a ‘World Top 100 University
2019’ as published by Quacquarelli Symonds (QS), an
internationally recognised Higher Education publication.

Six students have been offered significant scholarships from Oxford University (a full ride Reach Oxford Scholarship
to study Law), the University of Dundee, New York
University – Shanghai, and Emory University in the US.

University of Pennsylvania, Cornell University, Oxford
University, Yale – NUS, University of California Los Angeles,
Imperial College London, UCL, The University of Edinburgh,
London School of Economics, University of Michigan, The
University of Hong Kong and University of Toronto are
some of the top 40 world-renowned universities to have
offered places to BSJ final year students, providing them

The elite universities, such as The Russell Group Universities
in the UK, and the Ivy League in the US, have strong links to
industry and business. We are most proud to announce that
many BSJ students have gained conditional acceptances
from this group of universities, with the highest numbers of
UK offers highlighted below.

Highlights of UK Universities current
offers:

•

•

University of Oxford, QS World Ranking #5

History

•

Imperial College London, QS World Ranking #8

•

University of Bristol, Russell Group

•

University of Bath

Electronic and Electrical Engineering

•

University College London (UCL), QS World Ranking
#10
Anthropology, History, Mathematics, PPE

•
•

Anthropology, History, Aerospace Engineering

Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Aerospace Engineering

•

University of Birmingham, Russell Group

Biological Sciences (Biochemistry), Chemistry

•

Cardiff University, Russell Group

King’s College London, QS World Ranking #31 and
Russell Group

•

Queen Mary, University of London, Russell Group

University of Edinburgh, QS World Ranking #18

Global Health and Social Medicine with a Year Abroad, Law, Business
Management

•

Durham University, Russell Group
Anthropology

Law

•

University of St. Andrew’s

Civil Engineering

Law

•

University of Dundee

•

Loughborough University

University of Warwick, Russell Group

History, Global Sustainable Development and Business

Law, History

Law, Civil Engineering

Aeronautical Engineering

For the graduating class of 2019 key subject areas include
Engineering, Life Sciences, Medical Science, Computer
Science, Business / Management, Law, Environment and
Sustainability.
We would like to congratulate all graduating Year 13 and
wish them success in their academic and professional
endeavours.
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Early Decision Highlights
2018-2019
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T

he early round of offers from universities are related to
top scholars who are admitted in a highly competitive
field. They include,

USA: Boston College, Babson College, Claremont McKenna

College, Colorado School of Mines, California College of
the Arts, DePaul University (Driehaus College of Business ),
Fordham University, Georgia Institute of Technology, HULT
International Business School, Boston, Indiana University
at Bloomington, Loyola Marymount University, Maryland
Institute College of Art, Minneapolis College of Art and
Design, New York University, Northeastern University,
Pepperdine University, Pratt Institute, Purdue University,
Santa Clara University (School of Engineering), Santa
Monica College, School of the Art Institute of Chicago,
School of the Art Institute of Chicago (SAIC), School
of Visual Arts, Suffolk University, Syracuse University,
University Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, University of
Michigan, University of Massachusetts, Amherst College,
West Virginia University, Worcester Polytechnic Institute
(WPI)

Netherlands:University of Amsterdam, University of
Utrecht, Leiden University

Hong Kong: University of Hong Kong and Hong Kong
University of Science and Technology (HKUST)

Canada
20
Usa
132

University of british columbia, canada
source: Shutterstock

University of pennsylvania, USA
source: Shutterstock

School of the art institute of chicago, uSA
source: Shutterstock

Cornell University, USA

source: Shutterstock

University of california, Berkeley, usa
source: Shutterstock
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TOTAL OFFERS FROM EACH DESTINATION
uK
129

asia
6

Europe
11
Australia
13

University of hong kong, Hong kong
source: Shutterstock

University of oxford, UK
source: Shutterstock

Imperial college london, Uk
source: Shutterstock

University of Amsterdam, Netherland
source: Shutterstock

The University of melbourne, australia
source: Shutterstock
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Offers
from the
world’s top
Universities
for the
Creative
Industries.

T

he specialist Creative and Performing Arts focussed
universities are unique in that they select students
based on their talents, which are assessed via a
portfolio, interview and / or audition application in addition
to academic essays and grades. The level of talent is the
most important factor for admissions and as such the
portfolio / audition tapes are key to success. We are thrilled
that this year, the small group of exceptionally talented
students who have applied to these highly selective, world
renowned institutions have received some amazing offers.

USA

School of Visual Arts (SVA), New York is a selective institution with
their Film, Photography and Art degree courses ranking in
the top 20 Best Colleges in the US. BSJ is proud to have four
students holding offers from SVA.
The New School Parson’s School of Design, New York is ranked as the
best Art and Design school in America according to QS
Rankings. BSJ is proud to have three students holding offers
from The New School Parson’s.
Savannah College of Art and Design (SCAD), Georgia is a highly
selective institution and is the only Art and Design
university with three museums: the award-winning
SCAD Museum of Art in Savannah, acclaimed SCAD FASH
Museum of Fashion + Film in Atlanta, and the Lacoste
History Center in France. BSJ is proud to have three
students holding offers from Savannah College of Art and
Design.
School of the Art Institute of Chicago (SAIC), Chicago is internationally
esteemed as a school of Art and Design. Admission is
highly selective and competitive. BSJ is proud to have two
students holding offers from SAIC.
Pratt Institute, New York is a global leader in higher education
situated in New York City. Pratt’s programs are consistently
ranked among the best in the country, and its faculty and
alumni include the most renowned artists, designers, and
scholars in their fields. BSJ is proud to have two students
holding offers from the Pratt Institute.
California College of the Arts is ranked as one of the top 40
Best Colleges in the US for Design. Admission is selective
and BSJ is proud to have two students holding offers from
California College of the Arts.
Maryland Institute College of Art (MICA), Baltimore is a leader in the
world of Visual Arts. Admission is selective and BSJ is proud
to have two students holding offers from MICA.
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UK

University of the Arts, London
UAL is a world Top 2 university for Art and Design according
to the QS World University Rankings® and Europe’s largest
specialist university for art and design. BSJ is proud to have
three students holding offers from UAL which includes
Central Saint Martin’s and the Chelsea College of Arts.
Leeds Arts University (Leeds College of Art and Design), Leeds is
ranked #1 in the UK by the The Guardian University League
Tables for Design and Craft degrees. It includes Creative
Advertising, Comic & Concept Art, Fashion Branding with
Communication Graphic Design, Illustration, and Visual
Communication. BSJ is proud to have two students holding
offers from Leeds Arts University.
Istituto Marangoni, London
Founded in Milan, privately run Istituto Marangoni now
also operates campuses in Paris, London, Shanghai and
Florence. It is ranked #20 in Global Fashion Schools. BSJ is
proud to have two students holding offers from Istituto
Marangoni, London campus.
Other single offers include in the USA, Massachusetts
College of Art and Design, Otis College of Art and Design,
ArtCenter College of Design, California, Emerson College,
Boston, and Ringling College of Art and Design, Florida.
In Singapore, LASALLE College of the Arts, and in the UK,
Plymouth College of Art.
Ms Rachel Duce
Head of Careers
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